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Author’s note: For the purposes of this issue brief, the term “child care programs” includes family home-based
child care; child care centers; and nonprofit, for-profit, and franchise centers. The author interchangeably uses the
terms “providers” and “early educators” when referring to the child care workforce, many members of which double
as small business owners offering child care services.

On April 15, 2021, the Biden administration made the largest-ever investment in
American child care, releasing a historic $39 billion from the American Rescue
Plan (ARP) Act to states.1 This investment was made in response to the extraordinary and immediate needs of the child care industry during the COVID-19 pandemic. The ARP 2 provided funding to states, tribes, and territories3 to help child
care providers meet their immediate financial needs, preventing some programs
from closing their doors for good and allowing others to reopen.
The COVID-19 pandemic has intensified a decades-old child care crisis in the
United States: Public underinvestment in the child care field has exacerbated
families’ struggles to find4 affordable child care options that meet their needs.
Child care providers, who are disproportionately women of color, 5 often earn poverty wages. 6 And child care programs, which are often small businesses, operate
on razor-thin margins.7 The coronavirus crisis brought increased operating costs
to meet public health and safety requirements and recommendations as well as
decreased enrollment in child care programs. 8 These significant shifts in revenue
and expenses created devastating impacts for businesses already struggling to
make ends meet. Many child care programs were forced to close9 or take on debt10
to survive. Meanwhile, mothers—two-thirds of whom served as primary or cobreadwinners before the pandemic11—disproportionately experienced job disruptions because of child care.12 As the country looks to recover from the pandemic
and recession, parents require affordable and accessible child care to participate in
the workforce.
The American Rescue Plan Act includes multiple funding streams to support the
child care industry, including $15 billion for the Child Care and Development
Block Grant (CCDBG) and $24 billion for a COVID-19 child care relief and
stabilization fund, which provides states with resources to offer immediate grants
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to child care providers struggling to stay open. The U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services Administration for Children and Families indicated that
states should distribute the $24 billion in relief and stabilization funds as quickly
as possible to address the immediate crisis for child care providers and protect the
existing child care market.13 This funding has the potential to extend significant
and immediate financial relief to child care providers, including child care centers
and family child care homes.14

$15 billion for the Child Care and Development 		
Block Grant
In addition to the $24 billion child care relief and stabilization fund, the ARP includes
$15 billion in CCDBG funds for a total of $39 billion for child care included in the ARP. The
CCDBG provides federal funding to states to subsidize child care for families with low
incomes, but it only reaches 1 in 7 eligible children.15 These increased CCDBG funds will
allow states to dramatically increase access to child care for more families. To learn more
about the current state of child care in the United States, visit StateOfChildCare.org.16

This issue brief details how states can partner with community-based child care
intermediary organizations to distribute the $24 billion in the child care relief and
stabilization fund. The Appendix table at the end of the brief breaks down how
much each state will receive in child care relief and stabilization funding as part of
the total child care funding included in the ARP.

$24 billion in child care relief and stabilization grants
The ARP tasks states with distributing grants to keep providers from going out of
business. These grants, according to the legislation and administrative guidance,
can cover a variety of allowable expenses:17
• Personnel costs—including payroll and salaries or similar compensation for an
employee (including any sole proprietor or independent contractor)—employee
benefits, premium pay, or costs for employee recruitment and retention
• Rent (including rent under a lease agreement) or payment on any mortgage
obligation, utilities, facility maintenance or improvements, or insurance
• Personal protective equipment, cleaning and sanitization supplies and services, or
training and professional development related to health and safety practices
• Purchases of or updates to equipment and supplies to respond to the COVID–19
public health emergency
• Goods and services necessary to maintain or resume child care services
• Mental health supports for children and employees
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The child care relief and stabilization fund provides an opportunity for states to
quickly distribute grants to stabilize the child care industry. States have broad
latitude to administer these funds according to their specific state and local policy
contexts.18 While some states have procurement systems in place to directly
administer grants to thousands of child care providers, other states require
additional capacity to quickly distribute such a large volume of grants and ensure
that all providers can access them. State procurement systems often involve onerous processes and have small offices that require additional capacity to meet the
moment. Additionally, offices that administer CCDBG funds are typically set up
to send money to programs that accept child care subsidies, while child care relief
and stabilization funds are available to all licensed providers in the United States.19
A handful of states allow counties to administer child care-related funding at the
local level. 20 This fact makes them potential partners for states in distributing
funds quickly and with impact.

States can partner with intermediaries to target relief funds
Intermediaries have long-standing and trusted relationships within their communities, well positioning them to support child care providers—in partnership with
states—in this moment of crisis. Intermediaries’ proximity to the field situates
them to administer subgrants rapidly and target a wide range of child care providers that meet unique community needs. Historically, intermediaries have used
public funds to administer successful programs that support child care providers
while remaining responsive to providers as stakeholders.
Partnerships between states and intermediaries can also provide public accountability
and transparency through the parameters states set for how public funds are administered as intermediaries must report back to states about how they used public funds.21
These partnerships can also increase states’ capacity to measure the far-reaching
impact that the ARP’s critical public investment will have for child care providers
across the country and help demonstrate the need for sustained investments.
Building off proven strategies and lessons learned from communities, intermediaries can play a variety of critical roles in partnership with states to administer public
funds to providers, including the $24 billion for child care relief and stabilization.
While intermediaries hold varying expertise—detailed in the text box below—
there are a number of ways that intermediaries can partner with states, including
through subgranting to providers; bridging outreach and communication between
states and providers; and providing technical assistance to early educators.
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Defining community-based child care intermediary
organizations
Child care intermediaries have historically used public funds to support providers in a
variety of ways. Some community-based intermediaries include:
• Associations for the education of young children (AEYCs). AEYCs work with
early educators to provide professional development and coaching as well as engage
a network of early childhood stakeholders to ensure that services meet the needs of
providers. AEYCs are local affiliates of the National Association for the Education of
Young Children, a professional membership association for early childhood educators
and providers.22
• Child Care Resource and Referral agencies (CCR&Rs). CCR&Rs connect
parents with licensed child care providers and maintain databases of providers within
communities. CCR&Rs also provide support and resources to child care programs
by administering grants directly to providers and offering technical assistance and
professional development.23
• Community development financial institutions (CDFIs). CDFIs offer financial
products such as loans and grants to individuals and communities that have historically
experienced underinvestment and lacked access to financial capital.24 Additionally,
CDFIs can offer technical assistance on a variety of topics related to navigating the
financial services industry, real estate finance, and small businesses management.
Some CDFIs offer technical assistance to child care programs to help providers
assemble capital and strategically leverage resources to improve the quality and
accessibility of facilities and expand child care supply.25
• Local dedicated funds for children and youth (LDFs). LDFs provide sustainable
public revenue streams, usually generated at the city or county levels by voterapproved taxes or other innovative means, to fund programs and services for children
and youth.26 In addition to the new funding they generate to help fill equity and
resource gaps for kids and their families, LDFs provide critical local infrastructure and
capacity for coordinating and administering resources. LDFs can use their established
systems of relationships to identify gaps in child care funding and distribute funds
directly to providers in need of a lifeline.27
• Shared services alliances (SSAs). SSAs provide a strategic solution to reduce
costs for providers who operate child care centers and family child care homes. These
alliances share with child care providers the cost burden associated with running a
small business by centralizing administrative operations and maintenance costs as
well as bulk buying supplies where providers identify a need.28 SSAs can also provide
technical assistance services to providers on a variety of topics related to running a
small business, filing taxes, and applying for grant funding.
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Administering subgrants
Many intermediaries have proven mechanisms in place to efficiently get public
funds to providers directly, quickly, and with impact. In states with lower capacity
or lacking systems designed to review applications and administer thousands of
checks directly to child care providers, intermediaries can respond by providing
subgrants to child care programs.
States can contract with some intermediaries who can rapidly distribute subgrants
that create immediate financial relief for programs in need of a lifeline. In March
2020, for example, Child Care Aware of Kansas—a CCR&R—partnered with
the state of Kansas to establish the Hero Relief Program, which offered subgrants
directly to providers to sustain the supply of child care across the state, provided
revenue replacement funds as enrollment in child care programs dropped, and
compensated providers serving essential workers through bonuses. The program
used CARES Act dollars to distribute more than $11 million in grants to more
than 4,500 child care programs in Kansas in a mere six months. 29
The Low Income Investment Fund (LIIF), a CDFI, used public funds to increase
the supply of available child care in undersupplied areas. 30 In November 2018,
LIIF piloted the Access to Quality Child Care Expansion grant program in
Washington, D.C. This initiative increased the supply of child care by providing
publicly funded grants to child care providers looking to build or expand child
care facilities. LIIF worked individually with child care centers and family child
care homes to award 47 grants totaling $8.1 million while ensuring that providers were supported in identifying supply-building strategies for these funds.
Ultimately this grant program created 1,244 new child care slots for infants
and toddlers. LIIF also worked directly with child care providers to navigate
regulatory processes and shared lessons learned with agencies in the District of
Columbia that serve child care facilities in order to promote policy and process
changes. 31 This initiative strategically used public resources, listening to providers
in the field, to support providers’ needs. This program significantly increased the
supply of child care—an encouraged activity for states to consider when administering a portion of the ARP relief and stabilization fund. 32
Finally, St. Louis Mental Health Board (MHB), an LDF, helped the city of St.
Louis distribute a significant amount of funding. In April 2020, MHB received
and distributed roughly $3 million in two phases of CARES Act funding in just six
weeks. They provided same-day reimbursements to child care providers for verified expenses associated with payroll, tuition support for front-line workers, and
COVID-19 health and safety supplies, awarding grants up to $49,999 to 53 homeand community-based providers—every program that applied and met federal
requirements. Like St. Louis, more than 50 communities across the country have
established LDFs, creating ecosystems ready to deploy ARP funds to providers.
LDFs, including MHB, have cultivated strong relationships with providers and
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work closely with diverse sets of stakeholders who best understand urgent community needs related to children. LDFs have the ability to respond quickly—on
the same day, in MHB’s case—providing programs with the immediate funds they
need to make timely payments on expenses such as rent, mortgage, and payroll.

Bridging outreach and communication
Community-based intermediaries are also well positioned to ensure information
sharing between child care providers and the state. These third-party organizations hold trusted relationships with providers and have established processes to
ensure that providers are consulted as states identify strategies to address the child
care field’s most immediate needs. The organizations also ensure that child care
providers can access the most updated guidance on health and safety from public
health officials.
In March 2020, for example, First Steps Kent in Kent County, Michigan, (Grand
Rapids) quickly assembled and convened a wide variety of stakeholders to form
a local Child Care Crisis Response Team. This group included directly affected
child care center providers, family child care home providers, local public health
officials, and providers in the First Steps Kent shared services alliance, as well as
other direct-service community-based organizations and state-level representatives. The group was tasked with coordinating efforts and aligning activities to
provide comprehensive services and supports to child care providers during the
COVID-19 pandemic. First Steps Kent began piloting a shared services alliance
in July 2019, 33 positioning them to tap the community’s network of small business child care providers and quickly share updated health and safety guidance in
2020. Listening to providers to understand their immediate needs, the shared services program also bulk bought and distributed supplies to meet the moment. The
organization used CARES Act funds to distribute easy-to-clean toys, materials
and curricula, and cleaning supplies, including nearly 20,000 rolls of toilet paper,
930 gallons of soap, and more than 1,200 bottles of hand sanitizer. 34 Additionally,
the alliance provided technical assistance to providers applying for grants and
loans, accessing technology resources, preparing taxes, human resources services,
and home-based child care business supports. 35 By substantively convening stakeholders, intermediates ensure that funding and access to resources and information best reflects the needs of the community.

Providing technical assistance
Intermediaries also provide technical assistance to child care providers, who often
balance the responsibilities of running a small business with their responsibilities
as early educators. Technical assistance can support providers applying for grants;
conducting tax preparation and payroll; navigating financial systems; and making
facility improvements to meet health and safety guidelines.
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While the state of Delaware maintains an efficient system to administer grants
directly to child care providers, the Delaware Association for the Education of
Young Children (DEAEYC) has served as a critical intermediary throughout
the COVID-19 pandemic. A trusted resource for child care providers, DEAEYC
supported providers in applying for COVID-19 relief grants from the state. These
grants were funded by the CARES Act and the Coronavirus Response and Relief
Supplemental Appropriations Act. DEAEYC’s help allowed the state to focus on
processing grants while ensuring that child care providers could access relief dollars as quickly as possible. Intermediaries can help free up capacity for states to
focus on administering grants while also increasing capacity for providers balancing the responsibilities of caring for children and running a business.
Child Care Aware Kansas, meanwhile, established the Child Care Health
Consultation Network using CARES Act funds. This program helped providers
identify the best ways that their specific facility could work to meet U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention COVID-19 health and safety recommendations—whether that meant setting up partitions to accommodate social distancing or establishing separate entry and exit points to limit contact during parent
pick-up and drop-off. The child care programs were then able to apply for grants
to make those changes. Child Care Aware Kansas conducted 505 health consultations in 2020. 36 Intermediaries can support child care providers as they work to
meet requirements37 associated with receiving subgrants.

Conclusion
States have an opportunity to use a historic public investment to provide immediate relief to the child care industry. Community-based intermediary organizations have the tested mechanisms and trusted relationships required to quickly
and equitably distribute public resources to child care providers. Intermediaries
provide an opportunity for states to increase capacity as they work to immediately
distribute child care relief and stabilization funds intended to prevent more child
care programs from closing. The relationships that third-party organizations hold
with providers can ensure that the distribution of funds best reflect the needs of
providers in the field. While the child care relief and stabilization funds included
in the ARP provide critical financial relief to providers experiencing severe financial hardship as a result of the coronavirus crisis, the child care industry requires
sustained federal investment to build a system that reaches more children; allows
parents to choose the best affordable child care for their family; and ensures that
early educators receive fair compensation and support.
MK Falgout is a research assistant for Early Childhood Policy at the Center for
American Progress.
The author is grateful to the community of child care advocates who informed this work
and to Laura Dallas McSorley for her valuable input.
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Appendix
TABLE 1

State allocations of $24 billion child care relief and stabilization funding as
a subset of total child care funding included in the American Rescue Plan
(ARP) Act
Child care relief and
stabilization funding

Total child care funding
included in the ARP

$451,360,337

$732,997,365

Alaska

$45,336,010

$73,624,493

Arizona

$596,421,853

$968,573,468

Arkansas

$286,085,126

$464,594,752

California

$2,313,166,479

$3,756,521,773

Colorado

$286,156,175

$464,710,133

Connecticut

$169,879,499

$275,879,857

Delaware

$66,752,817

$108,404,826

District of Columbia

$39,842,313

$64,702,872

$1,523,107,778

$2,473,487,137

Georgia

$968,278,648

$1,572,459,162

Hawaii

$79,891,531

$129,741,753

Idaho

$138,560,660

$225,018,882

Illinois

$796,272,357

$1,293,125,451

Indiana

$540,209,308

$877,285,766

Iowa

$227,550,820

$369,536,572

Kansas

$213,897,405

$347,363,783

Kentucky

$470,064,268

$763,372,058

Louisiana

$475,717,989

$772,553,553

$73,176,466

$118,836,664

Maryland

$309,076,387

$501,931,957

Massachusetts

$314,379,488

$510,544,054

Michigan

$700,708,746

$1,137,932,650

Minnesota

$324,197,976

$526,489,021

Mississippi

$319,476,474

$518,821,425

Missouri

$444,140,749

$721,272,944

Montana

$68,075,745

$110,553,226

Nebraska

$143,093,320

$232,379,804

Nevada

$222,425,189

$361,212,681

$47,657,076

$77,393,843

New Jersey

$427,548,476

$694,327,527

New Mexico

$197,076,859

$320,047,657

States
Alabama

Florida

Maine

New Hampshire
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TABLE 1 CONT’D

State allocations of $24 billion child care relief and stabilization funding as
a subset of total child care funding included in the American Rescue Plan
(ARP) Act
States
New York

Child care relief and
stabilization funding

Total child care funding
included in the ARP

$1,124,501,000

$1,826,160,170

North Carolina

$805,767,459

$1,308,545,248

North Dakota

$46,651,304

$75,760,496

Ohio

$799,821,634

$1,298,889,384

Oklahoma

$362,884,723

$589,315,284

Oregon

$248,908,466

$404,220,829

Pennsylvania

$728,863,896

$1,183,655,876

Rhode Island

$57,251,352

$92,974,696

South Carolina

$436,582,621

$708,998,741

South Dakota

$61,891,939

$100,510,888

$554,431,495

$900,382,226

Texas

$2,724,368,837

$4,424,303,632

Utah

$261,389,459

$424,489,635

Vermont

$29,332,561

$47,635,310

Virginia

$488,605,381

$793,482,340

Washington

$389,582,536

$632,671,834

West Virginia

$160,375,904

$260,446,267

Wisconsin

$357,004,444

$579,765,866

Wyoming

$29,304,530

$47,589,790

Territories

Child care relief and
stabilization funding

Total child care funding
included in the ARP

American Samoa

$30,522,786

$49,606,689

Guam

$43,981,253

$71,479,855

Northern Mariana Islands

$22,286,113

$36,220,162

$188,771,135

$306,559,379

$23,084,848

$37,518,294

Tribes

Child care relief and
stabilization funding

Total child care funding
included in the ARP

Tribes

$719,250,000

Tennessee

Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands

$1,168,950,000

Note: Table 1 shows child care relief and stabilization funding allocations by state as part of the total that states received in the American Rescue
Plan (ARP) Act for child care. Child care stabilization funding does not include increased state funding for the Child Care and Development Block
Grant (CCDBG), which is also included in the total $39 billion for child care included in the ARP Act. For CCDBG state funding allocations are
included in the source below.
Source: The White House, “FACTSHEET: Biden-Harris Administration Announces American Rescues Plan Funding to Rescue the Child Care Industry so
the Economy Can Recover,” Press release, April 15, 2021, available at https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/04/15/
fact-sheet-biden-harris-administration-announces-american-rescue-plan-funding-to-rescue-the-child-care-industry-so-the-economy-can-recover/.
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